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children learn what the youdger children want to know, and the
younger children help the older *children ,use their knowledge. The
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references are included; (RC).
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ORIGINS OF THE-CROSS-AGE HELPING PROGRAM

Children teaching children is not a dew idea. It has been used
in many large families and one-room school houses in the past.
But there is a new element today that has not always been press
ent in the past. Older children not only have a chance to help
youngers, but they also - have the chance to learn effective
methods of helping. Built into these newer programs are organ-

' ized ways older helpers receive special training, support, and
recognition for their helping efforts.

Many programs have three types of training opportunities for
older. helpers:

1) how to relate constructively to small children
2). how to teach specific subjects or skills
3) how to use their own creativity to invent games and other

learning activities to help their youngers.
The helping goes both ways. Older children help youngers

learn what youngers want to .know. Youngers help olders use
their knowledge. They help olders get experience in being helpful.
They give them a chance to feel appreciated, influenlial, and
needed.

,Older students have said that the helping programs were very
useful because they learned from the younger ones what smaller
kids are like and-how to get along well with them. Many. olders
have thought that this would he useful when they have children
of their own. Older children are a unique resource. They are
near the age of the youngers, and can talk their language. They
provide more, feasible models for youngers than do adults who
seem so "far away" in years and attitudes. An older child is
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often able to reach a younger one who is alienated from grown-
ups because he/she is perceived as a child and a friend rather"
than as a hostile authority figure.

t.

How It Began with Us
- In 1961, four of us started a day camp in Bethel, Maine, for
the children of participants and staff of the National Training
Laboratories held there each summer.

Opening day of this venture .was a surprise! About forty
youngsters, boys and girls age 4 to 12, showed up, eager, shin-
ing, and expectant. We had prepared for twenty-five. Suddenly
we were'faoed with the same situation that faces every educator,
every youth organizer, and every partnt of different-aged
children. How could we four adults provide experiences that
would have meaning for everyone; meet all those individual
needs; make the best of all our resources? How could we help

everyone..to feel useful, important, contributing members of a
caring, loving, responsible group?

From sheer necessity we hit on the idea of sharing our pre-
dicament with the older children and asking for volunteers to
help the little ones part of the time so we would have time to
help the olders with more complicated activities. We started

with crafts. The older child&n liked the responsibility and the
idea spread.

One 10-year-old "expert" organized a softball group of- 7- to
8-year-olds. Some good swimmers volunteered to help smaller

ones during part of their swimming period. Some olders volun-
teered to read to the 4- and 5-year-olds during their nap time.
One 12-year-old girl offered to be a special "guardian" for a 4-
year -old American Indian boy who had been adopted just
three weeks earlier into a family who had a 7-year-old boy of
their own. Both children were at camp. Both obviously could use
special attention to help them adjust to their new family situation.

We discovered an interesting thing. We asked the older
campers for their help because we had a real .need for it. Sens-
ing this, they responded. When they did, it set a norm for the
wh'ole group. Soon the next younger ones were following the
olders' lead. Helping became the "in" thing for everyone to do.

This showed us how important the example of older children
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was to yoUngerichildren. Therefore, ve 4 It it of the utmost im-
portance to spend time with the older gi ing them all ihe good
teaching techrliques we could think Ocland reinforcing every
good idea the9, had. We also tried very hard to be an example to
them. We trieji to do for them what we hoped they would ri.)
for the.youngers they helped.

This camp experiment turned out to be so successful that the
next fall we started a cross -age helping project at the Laboratory
School of the University of Michigan. Sixth-grade volunteers,
twelve boys and twelve girls, helped in the 41/2-year-old pre-
school class.

.1

Everyone in the programteachers, olders, and youngers
liked this so much that a pilot project "was started the following
year to see if cross-age helping could be done in an academic
situation with as good results. Sixth graders, helped fourth-graders
in two elementary schools, one the same laboratory school, one
a school in an adjoining town. By spring the olders in both
schools were being asked by teachers to help younger children in
the third, second, and first grades, too.

The next year the program was carried one step further. A
pilot study wasegun in Detroit ikith older helpers working across
buildings as well as across classes in the same building. Here
high school students helped junior high school students and ele-
mentary students. Junior high school students helped elementary
students and older elementary school students helped younger
ones.

Since then the idea of older children helping younger ones in
some systematic way has taken hold and mushroomed all over
the United States. Some of the organizers of these programs had
heard of our pilot studies and used our designs and consultation.
Some started quite ;ndependently. The idea was ripe.

Reasons for the Spread of This Idea
There are my reasons for the growing popularity of the pro-

gram of older students helping younger ones. One is that it
meets so many poignant needs. Here are some to which it speaks.,

There is great need to find ways to individualize instruction.
Children need,to have what they are learning be meaningful to
them. They also need to experience success. The ways that chil-
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dren learn are so different that all the individualized help each

can get is advantageous. Older students helping youngers is a

way the teacher of the- younger child can arrange for individual

help for slower children, who, need encouragement, for faster

, children who;neecl challenge, and-for those children in the middle

who are- so likely to be overlooked when there is -not time for

everybody.
Children need all the friends they can find. This is a way to

p ovide a younger child with an Older friend and vice versa. Re-

s, arch shows that when children feel accepted and liked by other

/children they can use their abilities pore fully.
Older children need to feel useful and influential. This gives

/ them a chance to do so most constructively. They need to feel

),7-/- that they can give-to their society as well as take from it. This is

one way they can be contributors. They practice skills of con-

, tributing; they experienCe themselves as people who .have re-

sources that Others can use. Even children who ate in the slowest

portion of their own clAs can be seen as experts by children
three years younger who are also having difficulty learning. In
fact, they often have a greater understanding of the difficulties

a younger child may' be having than an- older child who has not

had a hard time learning.
leachers need to find ways to motivate students to learn, One

of the best ways to learn something is to teach it. Small children
enjoy performing for older ones.

Teachers needto find ways for older students to fill the gaps

in their learning. Older students who are helping youngets will

readily and willingly bone up on fractions, percepts, phonetics,

or anything else they need to use immediately to help smaller

children who are relying on their expertise to learn something.

It is a way -to put a first-grade book into the hands of a sixth-
grade poor reader and have him feel "cool" about carrying it

around.
Teachers and students, parents and children alike, need to

find ways.in which the olders and youngers can appreciate each

other more'and reduce the' communication gap between the ages.

One powerful way to do this is to team together to help smaller

children learn and grow.
Students with experience in helpjiig yourigers can empathize
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with thetiretlicamentptheir own leachers are up against. Mutual
appreciation glows.. As one sixth- grader said, "I used to think
teachers were all 'mean to kids. Now I've been wort ing with them,. -
they just get nicer, I think."An elementary school principal ad- ,"
mined, "I didn't realize at the beginning that older students
could make such a positive contribution." e

Older students are a ready source of volunteer help. The trend
'in education and Other professions is to use More volunteers.
Teachers using them learn techniques of training volunteers, build;
ing volunteer teams, and Changing their own roles from the:per-
son from whom all information comes to the executive in charge
of providing the most strategic learning opportunities 'for the
children in their classes. This applies to teachers of the older
helpers as well as teachers of the younger children being helped.
One of the most valuable benefits for the olders,is the chance to
be useful to theyoungers and to the youngers' teachers. Planning
learning opportunities does not necessarily mean a teacher needs
to give up the chance to influence children directly:-Sornetimes
it means this influence can be increased. As a kindergarten
teadler put it, "When the sixth- graders -are playing with a group
of my children, I, have time to give individual attention to chil-
dren who need it but who would not otherwise have a" chance
to have it."

Cross-age helping also gives students in apprenticeship in
the helping professions. It helps provide an educated group of
volunteers who feel potent about 'thd positive effect they can
have on others and on their environment.

Society has needs, loo, if it is to, exist much longer. One is to ." .
learn cooperative techniques rather than competitive ones. When
older children find it is all right to nurture little ones,, they are
extremelyjood at it. They usually have gloat empathy with the
youngers' problems and great joy in their achievements. The
older helpers enjoy learning human relations skills when they are
doing it, not betause They are so lacking in them, but in order
to do a better job with the younger .children they, are 'helping.
They learn to be sensitive to others' needs without being made
to feel stupid about their previous insensitivity. A group of
fifth-graders were asked if they noticed anything they did differ-
ently with their younger brothers and sisters at home since they
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had been helping in tfle second-trade in school. "Yes," answered

one boy. without. hesitation. "I have a little sister. When. she
cried, I used to say, 'Shut "Up.'_Ilow I say, `What is it?' "

Cross-age helping puts to use research findings and educa-
tional assumptions.

One is that children 3 or 4e.years and older are a 'mai& in-

fluence oci.younger children. It is froni oldei children that young-
ers find out what to do and what not to.do.

Another Is that older students have a chance to work through
at an emotionally safe distance some of their own hangups anti
relationships with peers, siblings, yognger or older children, or
authority. figur.e; as they help the ,xpunger students solve their
problomiin those.aceas, A

It's a way a st.udent 'may be put in a position of trust and
responsibility, thereby evoking a change 4_1 behavior rather than
having the change t behavior a prerequisite to- being given 'ale

responsibility. .

Cross-age helping gives, children some perspective on :their
. .

own ability. a more realistic picture of where they fit in tne com-
munity of people _younger and older than themselves. It teaches

responsibility, trust, love, caring, and compassion.
. ;

A Look at Some Summer Programs
lust puttirt of and youngtr kids together does not insure
harmony, as y will know if you've %Watched children of different
ages interact... -

Let's look at some of the programs already mentioned/and see
what the ingredients were that made them 'successful, and- hoy
they worked.

The Summer Camp- . - -

Here the prabice,,or olders helping youngers was started as

an answer to felt need of both campers '.end. counselors
big kids were becoming impatient to get at -something more
challenging in crafts than just braiding Tanyards. The little kids
wanted to learn to make lanyards like those they saw the big
kids weaving. The crafts counselor was bombarded by botVolders
and youngers. He said to one big boy, "Look. I've got a problem
You want me to'bring out the leath0 so you can begin- a wallet
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Jiffy wants *to make a lanyard like yours. If you can' help
Jimrhy get started with his lanyard, I'll have time longer the
leather set up for you. Do you think you could show him how
you started yours?"

So it began. David' took Jimmy over to the spools of lanyard
material and asked him what colors He wanted, He measuEed
out three times as much material as Jimmy needed Jo, hiS final
productjust as the counselor had doni for him. He tied a knot

-in the strandsohowed Jimmy how to hang it over? nail on a
beam, and how to begin the ...weaving., Another small child
asked if he'd start him, Too. David was obviously pleased to be
asked. The little kids exuded hero worship and appreciation.

t' When the leather was ready for David to start his wallet, he
said to his two pupils, "If you have any problems, bring your
lanyarifs Over and I'll help you." Just then another little kid asked
David for help. The counselor came to the rescue. "Is there
anyone, else who can 'help Jerry start a lanyard? David wants to

-ivork-on his walletow." "Snre," said a big girl whb waswalk-
ing around weaving a basket. "I'll help you. Jerry."

That aftanoon in the clinic session that staff members always.
_attended after the campers went home, the counselors saw this

4 as a godsend for them and a way for the orders and youngers
to feel good about each other, learn more crafts,'and have fun
together.* was, surprise to see how well the olders could teach
and how.much.the little ones liked, being helped by big, kids.
It was also apparent that helping should be voluntary and pre
should be taken to meet and protect the older? needs, too. 'the
willing olderi should in no way be allowed to be exploited.

When the elder campers realized their, desires were alsolieing,
considered, they were much more willing .to consider the wishes
of thesmaller children.

One day an older sirl was helping younger ones to start weaves
ing baskets. She 'had three or four in a group. A counselor no-
ticed the pressure that was being put on sally by the smaller

des who wanted her help. "Don't you want me to take over
here?" she asked. "I thought you wanted to start that box for
your Dad's birthday." "I'm all right," answered Sally. "IVe a
whole week to do'thatand I love toleach."
. As the helping idea spread, it became apparent that it needed
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supervision and the helpers needed instructionnot so-much on
howQto do the actual thing:they were teaching, because they s I-
dom yolunteered to t ach something they didn't know how to
already, but on how t relate:well to the smaller childr n.

The.10-year-old ba eball expert sometimes Was ihip tient with
this less skillful players. ou lors organized an "at the elbow"
counselorr'helper to keep an eye on how things were going when
olders were helping youngers and to intervehe afterward if-
necessary. "Hey, Arlly," he'd say when the game was over,
"it's neat how those kids like to play boll and they wouldn't
have nearly the fun if you didn't help them organize. But how
do you think Dan-felt when you called him stupid?"

In talking over this situation in their afternoon clinic selsion,
the counselors realized that it might be difficult for some olders
not to become defensive about interventions like this and it
would be good to have some "preventative" sessions about how
to relate to smaller children that might forestall unpleasant in-
cidents.

So, a volunteer, seminar on how to relate to smaller kids was
offered the bigger kids right after lunch. Only those from 10 to
12 years of age were eligible. But,,the idea became so popular that
some "bow to relate" skills were asked for by those younger
than 10. \ So every now and then in the .regular town meeting
just before lunch opened to everyone, we talked about ways to
relate well to each other.

We found that the olders who were being trained, to help were
sometimes not approached by the smaller children, and w41
have to channel smaller children to them. "Why don't you go over

to Kathleen. She'll show you how." This took some of the joy
away from the big kids who liked being sought out by the little
ones directly. So in a town meeting on ways to relate,, we set

up a role-playing scene in which a smaller child couldn't find a
counselor and came to an older one for help. Everyone watched
this scene. When we asked the older -how he felt about- being

asked by the younger, he said it made him feel very .good. A
counselor, asked if he thought the-smaller child idasidumo to,ask,
him, said, "No, I think he was very bright to ask -for help where
he could find it when a counselor was not around."This seemed,



to free up the youngers and make asking for help as good a
thing to do as giving help.

In-our next two-week session, we began with the idea of hav-
ing a seminar for all olders -who would like to help youngers
from time to time. The campers brainstormed ways to make little
ones feel useful, important, liked, appreciated, etc. A camper who
had been in the first two-week session said, "I tried that last.
time and this little kid t%Tec.1 after me the whole two weeks."

So we role-played a situation in which one older was a "little
kid"and one was a big helper and tried out different ways the
big helper could suggest that the little one do other things that
would be interesting to him besides being with the bigger one
2!I the time. We thought the big kids needed to know tactful
ways of reserving time for themselves.

That afternoon it rained and the whole group went down to a
large indoor gym with a dirt floor large enough for track, base-
ball, and other active sporti,and equippe,d with climbing bars
and swinging ropes.

Toward the end of the time there, one of the 12-year-olds
rushed up to a counselor joyfully exclaiming, "I did' it! I did it!"
"Did what?" the counselor asked.

."Did what we were talking about in seminar," he answered.
"See that little kid on the swinging rope over there? He

asked me to play whiffle ball with him. I-didn't want to do that,
so I said, 'Here's a lanyard I found that L'm braiding. Would.,
you like to work on it?' Then I- looked ar.ound for something
else for him to do, because I wanted to play baseball. I saw that
the swinging rope was free. So I said, 'Hey, no one is on that

, rope over there.' He ran right over to ;t and he's been there ever
since." That afternoon, as the small rope swinger was going
home, he was overheard telling his _mother, "Today, I found_ a
big friend."

In those days in the youth culture of most communities, this
.did not happen easily. Older children hdd a norm of exploiting
or avoiding younger children.. Younger children often became
targets for the older child's frustration, and in turn, they retali-
ated by teasing, tattling, and demolishing the property of bigger
ones. Neither group necessarily liked this state of, affairs, but they
had no skills in alternative way. of behaving. Even when baby-
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sitting with youngers, olders would often boss, threaten, squelch,
and cut down the youngers. This was 4iow they had experienced
olders acting toward them. The main reason the camp staff put
so 'much stress on the seminars for olders in how-to relate well
to youngers was to give techniques of helping and caring to
oldefs whose behaviors youngers naturally copied.

These seminars emphasized ways to build the smaller chil-
drens' self=esteem. This includdd lots of role-playing practice
in giving positive reinforcement to small children and modeling
of this by the counselors, who tried to make use of every op-
portunity to help build the helper=s self-esteem. Hopefully, this
was done by calling the olders' attention to the results of their
efforts rather than by direct pr. ise. "Did you notice how pleased
Johnnie was when you stopped to admire his frog?" The coun-
selors tried never to take for granted the help the older campers
gave, to be always alert to show their appreciation for every
effort the olders made. They were rewarded by seeing their ap-
preciative behavior mirrored in the olders' actions toward the
youngers. Rather unusual interpersonal dynamics began to show

themselves.
One older boy was heard to say to his sister, two years

younger, "You draw hoites really well."

One day a counselor forgot her towel at time. "Never
mind;" a 4-year-old assured-her with -a- pat -on the arm, "you can

shal'e mine."
A-little boy was jumping up and down in an obnoxious show-

off way in front of a 12-year-old who said, "That bothers me.
If you stop jumping and we can sit down somewhere quietly, I'll
show you how I made my wallet." A satisfying esteem-building
vman-to-man" conversation about leatherwork ensued.

Sometimes it was hard to keep a straight face for The joy in
our heart,s,.when we heard things like the remark of a 10-year-old

aboy to *6Aear-old whose lanyard strands were hopelessly
-tangled in _a "rnil!:Jn" knots andwho had come to him for help.
"The thing I like about you, Donnie," he said, "is you keep on
-trying."

In thinking over what made this program tick, contributors
spotted seven ingredients:
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1. The staff all felt they really needed older children's help.
None felt threatened or displaced by them.

2. The staff worked closely together. They had time to clinic
and evaluate what had been done. They made plans for
what should happen next to reach common goals and meet

individual needs.
3. Thg helping program was completely voluntary. ,

4. Learning to help was regarded as a valuable part of the
program. 'Time was earmarked for this zs for another
meaningful activity like swimming, art, drama, and trips.

5. Helping was linked with caring, which included caring very
much about having. the olders be successful in their efforts
to relate constructively to youngers. The olders were not
helping out there in a vacuum., Staff observed as carefully

as possible, out of the corners of their eyes, what the'
olders did when they were helping youngers, so they

could give them feedback on what they saw happening
that was successful. Often the olders were unaware of how
well they were doing. Staff and campers 'could also bring
to seminar -situations that seemed to cause special difficulty
so that alternative ways of handling these could be discussed.
The olders iiked this, as it gave them an idea of how they
were doing and a feeling of being supported. And it gave
the staff a method for quality control.

6. The needs of the olders as well as the youngers were con-
sidered important. Care Was taken to:
a) ,provide time for olders to have activities of their own

and challenging adventures the youngers were too

small to participate in
b) avoid exploiting the olders and overtaxing their goodwill.

,c) protect the need of the olders to develop friendships
within their own age group as well as with youngers

d) voice appreciation for/he helping efforts of the olders

e) treat the olders with the dignity and respect due any-
one, particularly avaluable colleague.

7. Helping became a status activity. The counselors felt a

great part of the success of the program was due to -.the
lucky fact that the first two or three olders who voluhteered
as helpers, were natural leaders, the norm- setters in the
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youth culture, whose behavior the group was eager -to
imitate..

The Sixth -Grade to Junior Kindergarten Helping Proyam
When the program of the sixth grade helping the junior kinder-
garten was begun at the Laboratory School of the University of
Michigan, the design included the seven ingredients identified as

important to success of this sort of venture.
A close association was built between the teachers of :the

older and the younger classes. The.needs of both were consid-
ered. periodic meetings were set up between them to review the -

progress of the project. The sixth-grade teacher said he could
work around his students being out of class at specific times.
The junior kindergarten teacher stated the times that would' be
most helpful to her. Specific time periods were established for
the project and-for-the seminar sessions. The sixth-grade teacher
agreed not to have activities of competing interest at those times,
to save these times for indiVIdual work so the helpers would miss
nothinglhey couldn't make up.

The program was 'voluntary. Twenty-four of twerkty-seven
sixth-graders volunteered, twelve boys and twelve girls. Atten-
dance at the seminar twice a week was a requirement for the
sixth-grade volunteer helpers. Care was taken to assure the pro-
gram had status in the eyes of the older.helpers. The sixth-grade
teacher had given a sociometric test to hjs class. It was easy to
spot the leaders-from-the answers-to-questions like, ''Which-three
people in this class have good ideas?" "Which three people
would you like to work with on a committee?" The twenty-four

volunteers were_ divided into two matched groups of twelve
each; six b-oys and six girls. Each group of twelve included good
students, Middle students, and poorer students. Each group in-
cluded two boys and two girls who the class had indicated were
well liked-and had good ideas.

One group of twelve worked as helpers the first semester;
the others were helpers -the second semester. A boy and a girl
from the "class leader" group were given training and hpjper
assignments first. The jr enthusiasm about their experience 7vith
the little ones gave the program the stamp of approval by the
student norm setters.
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In order to give the sixth-graders a chance to form friendships
with their classmates, they -were always scheduled to help in
pairs. A girl and a boy were scheduled-together for two weeks.
Then another pair, was scheduled for two weeks, and so on.
If ..one.was absent, another filled in. All twelve came to both

seminar sessions each week. .

The junior kindergarten teacher taught the seminar and also

gave specific assignments to the sixth-graders. Observation of
helping sessions was easy for the teacher because the sessions

were in her own classroom. Time was saved by checking with
.1he helpers right after the helping session and thanking them
for coming. In the first seminar session, the junior kindergarten
teacher explained to the olders the unique resources they had.
Because they were nearer the age of the children, they spoke
the child's language better than adults did. Too, they were people
the younger children wanted to be like, and whom they -valued

as friends. No one looks bigger or more important to a small
child`than a sixth-grader. The teacher, who had been a coopera-
tive nursery school director, discussed aspects of child growth
and-development with the sixth-graders just as she had done in
the same sort of training for parents in the cooperative nursery.
The sixth-graders learned things they could do for the sma'l ones:
how to- read to them; sing with them; help them cut, paste,
build, etc.; what to expect at this age; how they could help
without taking over so that -the little ones could learn to carry
out their _plans and follow their own ideas. They discussed staff

goals for the children, problems.refated to reaching these goals.
They discussed how to help children do things they wanted to
do: how to help them solve problems, cope with feelings, and
become more confident; ways to raise one's.. self-esteeM. They
talked about how few people have had much experience as they

were growing up: about how to feel good about- themselves,
although everyone knew what it was like to,be criticized, pun-
ished, and belittled. Since we had ho early training, we all need

a lot of practicq in alterpdtive ways to relate to small children
to keep front resorting to cutdowns, threats, and punishments.

The teacher made it a point to share problems. and hopes
with these older helpers just as if they-were teachers in training.
They appreciated the trust and honored confidential informaticin.



These, eighteen youngers seemed to be a group who did, a lot of
waiting for other people to tell them what to do. The registration
files of these children were checked for data that might shed
some light on this prevalent characteristic. It was discovered
that all but three of the entire group of 41/2-year-olds were the
youngest of families having three or more children. The sixth-
graders found this very Interesting and, understandable. These
small ones probably had older brothers and-sisters who set up the
play situations at home. They thought. it would be good to try to
help them make their own decisions and take more _initiative.
Ways tb-do_this were role-played and discussed.

Shortly after-this -a small boy was working with one of the
sixth-graders in the art room. Both were making designs by,
pounding colored pieces of wood onto corkboards. The little one
was copying the design made by the big-boy on his board. It was
a wagon with two wheels, .a box top, and a tongue to draw it
by. The small boy had his first wheel in place and the second
wheel in his hand. "Joe, where shall I put this wheel?' he
asked of the sixth-grader. Joe leaned forward and in a voice
full of confidence that thee, younger knew what he was about,
said, "Where do you think it should go, Eric?"

They talked about ways one could help children deal with
feelings. There was a 4-year-old who was apparently afraid of
her own aggression. She'd work herself up to expressing it and
then be sick for a couple of weeks. This was such a recurring
pattern that it was brought up in seminar and discussed. She
was the youn'gest:of -four .children with two pretty strict parents.
On the day a new practice teacher came in Becky was in her
"rise of aggression" stage. She had a little stuffed hippopotamus,
which she showed to the practice teacher, saying, "I'm a hippo-
potamus and I'll bite you." The teacher, knowing nothing of
Becky's history, and probably threatened on her first day, said,
"I'rn-a bigger hippopotamus and I'll bite you back." -

The teacher wondered what the sixth-graders would have
said, so she asked them at the next seminar.

One boy said, "I'd say, `I'm a tiger and I'm your,friend.'"
-Another boy said; "That's good. But for Becky I would say,

`I'm a baby hippopotamus and you can take care of me.' "
At the seminars anyone could bring up questions-or any puzzl=
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ing situations that had happened in the classroom. Suggesticins

on how to handle things in different ways were tried out in
role-playing to see which ways were more effective. The group
talked about everyone's need for help; not just little kids but
everyone, and- particularly -the teacher! Hadn!t she asked them
to help her? Twelve heads are better than one If a problem
arose, the teacher would ask the person involved if he/she would
mind sharing it with the rest, as they might have to face a
similar situation and it would be a chance to add to everyone's
knowledge. They began to view themselves as an educational
team helping little kidS have more fun.

At the end of the semester all but two of the twenty-four
sixth-grade volunteers grated. their, experience as either valuable

or very valuable, as being enjoyable; or very enjoyable. Twc,, both
girls, were neutral and rated themselves O.K. on both dimen-
sions: When asked what they had learned about small children
that they hadn't known before, the sixth-grader's ,reported that
the ,youngers were brighter and more fun than they had ex-
pected. One boy said, "They also have troubles. You wouldn't
think they'd have troubles. Everyone has problems. They don't
like to -be told what to do. They want to make up their own
minds.' --

The teacher of the junior kindergarten was asked to be a dem-
onstration teacher the next fall fcir, a pilot study to see whether
older students could help youngers in an academic situation.
She told the sixth-grade helpers of this opportunity and asked

them if they had any suggestions that might help this new pro-
be successful.

The,olders said. yes. She should tell the younger children in

. the project that the sixth-graders would learn as much from
them as they di from the, sixth-graders. But let this be the
youngers'..secret. Don't tell the olders this. The olders will find
it out for themselves.

Sixth-Graders Fourth, Third, Second, and FirstGraders_

This experimental study of older, students helping youiers
in ah academic setting involved two schools, one the laboratory

school at the University of Michigan, the other in nearby

Ypsilanti. It started with an entire sixth grade helping a fourth-
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grade, to see if this could- be a feasible part of the regular cur-
riculum.-0

In both settings the -field staff were trying to discover what was
necessary to make a cross -age helping design a significant learn-
ing experience for both youngers and olders. In both settings. the
tendencies of the children before the program was begun was
:toward negative or disinterested cross-age relations, and prac-
tices in both schools supported segregated age-graded activities.

The two teams of teachers involved in each school met sepa-
rately to plan and schedule to meet everyone's goals and needs.
The team included the fourth-grade teacher who was receiving
help ior her children from the older students, the sixth-grade
teacher from whose class the older helping students came, and
the demonstration teacher who taught the course in human rela-
tionand coordinated the helping program. The. follOwing design
grew out of these staff team meetings.

The sixth grade had a human relations course led by the dem-
onstration teacher. Here they studied as individual units in four
areas of human reratiOs: older and younger relationships;
friendly and unfriendly feelings; giying help to adults and re-
ceiving help from them; and decision making. In the first unit
they learned techniques of role-playing to act out episodes in
relationships as a way of discussing and practicing alternative
behaviors and noting their effects. Students and staff discussed
such questions as the forces that keep olders and youdgers
Apart; the attractions that draw olders and youngers together;
various, concepts of "bigness;" what olders like about youngers;
what youngers like about olders; how important it is to feel you
can help.

They learned ways to help smaller students feel good about
themselves, about being instructed, and about the subject they
were studying. They learned techniques of correcting errors
in ways that were encouraging rather than discouraging. They
practiced.how to take students from the level where they now
felt successful to _a higher level in ways that were challenging'
and satisfying. They also discussed ways in which smaller chil-
dren might help-them, like showing thee' where things were in
their own classroom, or lending them a pencil when they really
needed one, since the fun of helping should go both ways.

20
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'The sixth- gr.?ders became discussion leaders and role -players
for the fourth grade when the fourth. grade studied the behavioral

,science unit the sixth-graders had just. completed. The demon-
stration teacher also led the behavior Science period in the fourth

grade:
In addition, six sixth - graders worked as a team in the fourth

grade to help on a tone-to-one tutorial basis in mathematics
and- reading. This academic .team had a briefing.. session each
week with the fourth-grade teacher, with the demonstration

`teacher sitting in. in the first training session' they talked about
the younger each was paired with and how he might be helped
by the drill or whatever assignment the teacher wanted the
olders to carry out with their youngers. Explicit' directions were
given on how to carry out this first assignment. Then the students
practiced working with each other, one act'ng as. tutor, one as..
learner, to see if they understood the met..od and procedure
before,teaching the child the first time. At later conferences
with the student helpers, the teacher would, ask for the olders'
ideas, they would-share goals, and then together they Would dis-
cuss methods for reaching them. But the first time it was

thought they would "feel more secure about helping if they hid
a definite procedure they could'fbIloW.

TWo more precautions were taken to give these older helpers
security and Assure success in their first assignments. The teach-

ert of 'the fourth grade and the sixth, grade worktd together to
:pair faster fourth-graders with faster 'sixth-graders and slower

fourth-graders with sld'wer sixth-graders. They wanted to be sure
to preserve the sixth-graders' image as older and wiser without
losing the resources slow learners offered. Students who have
had trouble learning themselves often prove particularly patient
and understanding of the difficulty a smaller child may be
having.

As a final security device for the older helper, there was an
"at-the-elbow" system. When the sixth-grader met his younger
child for the first time to do academic work, some staff member

was nearby to give "at-the-elbow",help _if needed. Soinetime,s
this was the classroom teacher, sometimes the seminar teacher.

Most of the tutoring was done at the same time the rest of
the class was studying the subject, such as in reading or math
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period. The older assistant often worked with his/het child close
enough to the teacher for her to make Ingestions. An example
o( this fat-the:elbow" help from the first day of tutoring was
an instance where neither the younger pupil nor his older tutor
knew the meaning of a spelling word. The teacher came to the
rescue with, "Jim, did you know that all my fouith-grkders have-
dictionaries in their desks?" Jim picked up this lead. "Say, a
dictionary of your own. That's great. 'Let's look it up." "At-the-
elbow" helpers also supported good' prictices by giving positive
remarks afterward. "Did you notice how ,pleased Joe was when
you said,,'Almoit rightthat it would be CAP if we covered the
L?' And how he got it right away when you asked him to sound

the L 'a ter the C. You neatly turned his mistake into a con -
structive arhing experienCe. You .were very sensitive to his
need to succeed."

After the sixth grade had been helping aboutc two months in
groups, it was Ronnie's turn- to help. He said he'd rather not
that he had played with all those kids after school and they
were brighter than he was. So arrangements were made for him
and others to teach in thethird gradp, where the children were
enough younger for him to feel secure in the helping role.

Soon after, the second- and first-grade teachers also asked
for sixth -grade helpers in both schools. The academic team of
helpers worked at.least tiiree consecutive weeks in a younger
classroom..Each week they had a conference with their receiving
teacher to exchange ideas, evaluate how things were going, and
talk over next steps. It be-came evident that theyeacher of the
younger children (the receiving teacher) is the'Rey person in the
success of the program. He/she is in -the role of employer td:
the older student helpersthe.one for whom they are w,orking,
to whom they_report for assignments, with whom they check out
their own'ideas for helping, from whom they get feedback on
how they are doing. Rapport, mutual appreciation, and trust be-
tween them is very important. One sixth-grader said of her re-
ceiving teacher, "I thought she didn't like me very Well. So I

didn't like her either till the day she asked me to sit in on a
parent conference with Margie's mother. Margie is the third-
grader I'm helping. Now I know I'm important to Mrs. Robinson
and I like her a lot.",
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It is also crucial for the receiving leacher 'to feel in charge of
what happens in his/her classroom. Rapport must be establiShed
between seminarleader, sending teacher (from whose class the
older helpers come), and-receiving teacher, so all needs can be
taken into account when the program is being designed. They
need to 13ecide together when, where, to whom, by whom, and
how often help is giveri the younger

-Sixth-graders helped smaller children in mans? ways: in mem-
ory drills, in selecting library books, in remedial reading and.
-mathematics skills, with physical education, and on field trips.
Two students-from a sixth-grade made-up a unit on fractions for
three bright fourth:graders while they, were waiting for the class
to catch up to them in-their regular textbook, work.

Although the.,program proved feasible as a curriculum for
evezone, it can be just as encompassing when it is voluntary.
It is more-fun for the alder helpers to have helping be something
they have voluntarily chosen to do. Other programs since then
have r.made arrangements for those not wishing to be part of the :3
program to be in another sixth grade or in the library during the
helping period, only to have the entire grade volunteer for the
helping program.

Results proved rewarding. Here ale some evaluative comments
from interviews with participants in these two projects:

"Jackie was to help Chuck- choose and read a library, book.
After successfully. finding a book on Monday, the boys -returned
to the room and began reading it. Chuck- became so interested
he did nothing but read his book all day."

"Since, having individual attention, Ray is getting seven and
eight spelling words right on his weekly tests for the first time.
Before he would not even write them down."

"The status of boys and girls in their own classroom has been
increased by special attention of sixth-grade helpers."

"Some of the youngsters in my, class' are more interested in
performing for an older youngster than for a teacher. The olders
helped a lot more than we could at times."

"I was the 'at-the-elbow' supervisor for physical education
helping. Three sixth-grade/fourth-grade pairs in basketball and
one in tumbling were working at once. It was,the second, or third
time for most of them. It was as perfect an example of this kind
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of field work asyou could hope-for. The helpers were prepared;

they had a friendly but business-like approach. The fourth-

graders-had a special sense of accomplishment as they practiced

the. skills 'of shooting, passing, and forward rolling. With good

preparation of the helpers, a larger number of pairs might very

well.work with one supervisor after the first period."
Bill commented to Lois' concerning a spelling session in the

third grade, "That childtook so long spelling that word I wanted

to hit him. But, of course, I didn't. I was patient." .

less i;:ne' spent this year straightening out alter-

cations among the children of different ages on the playgroUnd."

"Having watched the bigger kids drilling fourth-graders,

people in.our own room are more willing to help each other."
Friendly attitudes spread to other aspects of the children's

lives. Take for instance the story ,of Linda. During a training

session, when some sixth-graders,Were looking at how they might

help fourth graders, one child tbrned to Linda, who has several

younger sibs at home, hnd asked, "Linda, how .do you handle

your smaller brothers and sisters? I know you have some."
Linda said very sullenly, "I leave 'em alone-. They do nothing

but cause me trouble." it was Linda's turn to kid an aca-

demic helper in a fourth-grade class, she met with the fourth-.

grade teacher and the, project coordinator for a briefing. They

pretended to be fourth-graders that Linda was preparing to drill

in reading skills, She was "very unsure of her ability and kept say-

ing that she was afraid. she woUld make a mistake. The teacher

gaveher constant reassurance and showed her many techniques

-for helping the younger children. -

When Linda began thc; flash-card drill, her student had -a great

deal ,of difficulty. She tried giving him hints in ways that

were comr3letely her own ideas. She held up the word "sur-

rounded" and said, "If there -went a whole lot of people around

you and you were all alone in the middlewhat would you be?"

"Single," was the first response, and Linda expiained that that

was close, but the right word was longer. She repeated the defin-

' ition, and the boy finally" broke in with "surrounded!," they

both laughed, extremely pleased.
When Linda had finished, the lova-grade teachei told her

that she had,done a wonderful-job and asked her for comments
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on the work ,the student had \done. Later°, Linda asked if she

_could go4ack to the fourth grade to give help in arithmetic..
.Linda.proved to be such a creative helper that she was *chosen

as one of the first sixth-graders to help in the first grade, which'
came into t'e pr jest after the sixth-graders had, established
themselves as nel ers.. , . .

In Aprir, afar r Linda had successfully taught' in fourth, third,
'and' first grades; her own teacher made this report about;her:
"Linda is now/taking care of her younger brother and sister,

leading ,them around` by the hands, bringing them- up to The
sixth grade room, sharing bubble gam ('lryour teacher catches
you, you mustn't blame me.'), taking them hdtne on the-bus." ,

All throigh Linda's earlier retord,i' can -ke 'found much evi-
dente of extreme jealoUsy of the' younger children a'nd conse-
quent unkindness to them. Those are,. the yoUttget sibs about
whom she said at the laeginning of the project, "I leave 'em alOne.
They do nothing but cause me trouble." . ..k 4, . ..4

,

High SchoolJunior High School - Elementary School, This' experiment involved, pree adjacen,t public schools in
. Detroit's inner city a` high school, 'a junior high; aod an -ele-

mentary schobl: The older .stuiTents assisted Across buildings es
well as across.grade levels. ; .,

The high school helpers were members of I psychology fclasZ
.:: They helped -three days a week in junior high and elementary

. class At that time the high school teacher acted as observer of
.

..
the helping sessions covering each helping pair once a week for., xabout 15 minutes each. One day a week the helpers had.aserninar / .
session on how to help and feedback on how the helping sessions , -

%were 'ping; one day a week they had a regular psychology text. t .
They assisted in English, history, shop, mathematics, and read=
ine They met once a ,Obeli with their-receiving teacher. to ,talk .
over goals and assigridients,exchange ideas, and get feedback on. how their youngers were doing.and next steps fdr helping them.
They. met their youngeiS in their tooms and worked with them ...

.wherever it seemed bestin the halls,In the Ilbriq, a the balk c

of the youngers' classrbbmS.
. .

The junior high school helpers; from an English class In 4;
bettering communications, were scheduled CO help in .the elo,

-e -
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mentary school three days a week. One day was used for a

seminar on 'helping little kids, and one day they worked directly

with Englis composition. The receiving teachers had a confer-
, ence with the-older helpers once a week. The assistant principal

acted as seminar- leader for sixth-graders (volunteers from two

classes) who helped in the third, second, and first grades.

Student helpers said very. Moving things about their experi-

ences:';
"It has taught me to understand better the teacher;s point of

-viev;."
"I want to be asocial worker. This Olders-Youngers project

has, brought me clOser to realizing what social work really is.

s You read about social work in books, but it is not the same as

really experiencing it and being With people you enjoy being

1Vith and people you feel you are really helping."
-

- "One thing I found out about myselfI am very self-centefed.

By working with my younger, 'I started hoping he would improve."

"I learned that everybody has a problem. In, school you 'see

kids, and everything looks so nice and rosy, and deep; down they

really have problems you never-noticed before."
"I learned that each child is unique. He's different."

A. more formalized overall evaluation can be summarized as

follows: teachers and older students both reported improvement

for the, youngers in academic performance, turning in assign---'-

merits, and settling down- to work, as well as greater interest,

greater class participation, better attitude toward receiving help,

higher%self-confidence, greater self-respect, and better attitude

toward others.
Members ora high school psychology class were asked what

changes they Saw in themselves which Could be - attributed to

, their experience with cross-age helping; They listed: understand-

' ing others better, being more considerate of others, being more

patient, getting along with others better, feeling more useful,

and greater self-Confidence.-
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TRAPS TO WATCH OUT FOR

It is very easy to get locked into habit or expediency when try-
ing innovative ideas.. Here are some traps to watch out for.
They can also be used as criteria by which to judge a helping
program.

Don't exploit older helpers by giving them dirty work like
washing up paint brushes or baby-sitting an incorrigible child.
They should be paired with children with whom there is a rea-
sonable chance for.them to succeed.

Be sure the older understands the goal of a given .assign-
ment and why it is important' Olders show great ingenuity in
helping youngers arrive at a given goal. Sometimes it may not be
the same goal the receiving 'teacher has in mind. A heart-

/ warming case in point was a third-grade helper's ,efforts to have
his kindergarten younger succeed, in the task of filling a paper
divided into nine squares tVith nine-figure "3s."

3
....

3

3 3 3

.3 3 3

When he saw the young kindergartener put a reverse 3 into the
first square, he said; "Wait a minute, Randy." He then turned

4
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Randy's paper so the bottom line was.at the top of the-table and

Randy went ahead filling the nine squares witi, reverse "3s."

Then his big-helpgrproudly turned. the.paper back again with-the

original top line up. Sure enough, all the squares were" neatly

filled with what looked just like correctly drawn "3s." His

younger had produced the required finished paper.

AIM
Sixth grader helps fourth grader with reading.

Provide a model you want the older students to follow. This

may be harder than you think.
A fourth-grade receiving teacher and the seminar teacher had

just finished briefing a group of sixth-graders on their first aca-

demic assignment. They had also practiced ways of helping

youngers feel accepted, liked, useful, successful, and growing

in skill. The fourth-grade teacher turned to the sixth-gra,ders.

"Now, when you go back to your own classroom, I don't want

to hear all that noise in the hall you bigger students are in the
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habit of making.'1,When they had left, the seminar teacher asked,
"Is Oat the way you want these: sixth-graders ,to talk to your
fourth graders ?" Mrs. Johnson's mouth fell open in sudden
awareness. "We all learn, don't we," she responded.

`Be sure that the learning activities contain the spirit of the
olders h'11ping youngers idea. The Jprogram's greatest contribu-
tion is ,prOmoting -better understanding, goodwill, a feeling of
community, a win-win atmosphere where everyone rejoices at
the success of everyone else. Often student helpers are exceed-
ingly good at inventing gries to help teaching. If these are com-
petitive in nature, they shobld be ones in which the youngerscompete with their own previous scores) not with one another,
unles-s-The--oider helper is equipped tohelp them deal with feel-
ings of failure afterward. Whertthere is a winner, there is also a 'loser.

Some high schoolers "were helpinvkindergarteners learnFrenth. Two of them had spent a great deal-oLeffort, putting
piCtures on cards for a relay race vocabulary drill between two
groups of six children each. Because the .raCe seemed to interest--___
the little ones, the olders thought it an excellent motivation
technique for memo'rizing French words. But they did not noticehow the small ones who did not do so well were behaving. One-

. fourth of the grOup displayed negative feelings about
themselves

or the activity. One kicked the back wall of the room. Two
just paid no attention whatever. How might this affect their at-
titude toward Frerich and toward each other would be an inter-
esting question to explore in a seminar discussion with the older
helpers. Ho±,...1,/ might one get the same high level of enthusiasm
without a win-lose :situation is another interesting question for
older helpers-or any teacher.

Inform parents. is very necessary to tell everyone who will
be in any way ihfluenced by the program what is taking place
and the rationale for' it. This includes parents of ..-older helpers
and the youngers being helped. They are usually very-enthusiastic
supporters. '1

Protect older helper? chance to succeed. Older helpers should
have experience relating to a younger child on a one-to-one
basis before taking onsibility for helping a small group.
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KElt TLEMENTS IN AN EFFECTIVE PROGRAM

Receiving Teacher's Attitude

,t,
Receiving teachers who have been successful in u3ir4: a cress-
age helping prograwegard themselves as executives in charge
of providing reaming opportunities for their students. They see
the program as giving their students individualized instruction
they could not otherwise provide. They think of the older helpers
as appreciated partners who can. be links between the genera-
tions and explainers of facts and transmitters of values to the
younger child. They share their ideas with olders and ask them
for their suggestions and opinions.

Receiving teachers try to do for the older helpers what they
hope the °lcer helpers will' do for the youngers. They give them
clear directions and check to see if they are understood. They
take every opportunity to voice their appreciation of ,older helpers'
efforts and build their self-esteem. They consciously try to serve
as models for the older helpers of how olders can relate con-
structively to youngers. They regard the cross-age helping pro-
gram as a chance to influence a wider sector of students than
just one's own class. They see the cross-age helping program as
a chance to help unify the school population, and extend op-
portunities for constructive interaction between students and
across grade levels to give students skill practice in initiating
friendliness.

Sending Teacher's Attitude
Successful sending teachers feel they are providing oppor-

tunities for their students to be important, contribute to 4 worthy
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cause, gain' human relations skills, and have an apprenticeship

in-a service - oriented activity_ They think of a cross-age program

as a way for their students to experience being appreciated by

more people, gain a greater feeling of adequacy, and grow in
self-esteem. They believe their students' own academic work will

become more meaningful to them because they are using what
they are learning. They see this as a chance that the older helper
might not otherwise take to catch up on academic !earnings that

he may have missed along the way. The sending teacher should

realize that when older students are faced with the need to ex-'
plain someting.-to a younger child, they will really work to un-

derstand it thms4Ives.

Seminar Leader's Attitude
Successful seminar leaders appreciate the resources older stu-

dents can provide for younger ones. They see the importance of
helping others learn positive affective teaching techniques and
luman-relations skills. They think of the program as an oppor-
tunity to help olders become constructive models for youngers, to

legitimize the "brother's keeper" concept, and to give students

skill practice in initiating friendliness. To this end, they try
themselves to be models for the older students in-how to relate

positively to youngers. The instruction is geared to what the
olders realize they need to learn in order to feel successful.
The supervision -is given in a positive, friendly way. and the rea-

sons for it are shared with older, students. It is a means of
identifying good teaching techniques and ingenious ways the
olders use to promote positive affective relationships with young-

ers so these can be shared in seminar meetings. If ineffective

.methods are being used, it is helpful to discuss this in seminar,

sessions and plan for skill practice of alternative suggestions.

Older and Younger Students'Attitude
The older students feel good beckise they are hieing useful

and needed. The younger students are helped to feel good because

they are acquiring older friends and new learning skills. Olders

see youngers as people whose needs they can help meet with-

out sacrificing their own needs and as givers of emotional re-
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wards worth receiving. Youngers see olders as friends who care
about them and as instruments of personal success.

Olders feel they have a trusted colleagueshig with teachers,
their own teacher, their receiving teacher, and the seminar
leader.

Scheduling
An effective schedule includes:
1. Inservice or preservice learn building time for staff team

before the starts, including review of responsibili-
ties, division of labor, and mutual expectations

2. Preservice training of older helpers before they start help-
ing and inservice supportive seminars for olders once a
week after the helping actually starts

3. Teacher conferences with older helpers
4. Total staff team meetings at regular intervals after the pro-

gram is underway. jonce a month or once every six weeks)
to evaluate progress, support the team's efforts, and plan
changes if necessary

5. A period two, three, or four times a week in which olders
work directly with youngers

6. Supervision at regular intervals of the, helping session
with the younger child.
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OTHER TYPES OF TUTORING PROJECTS

An Eighth-Grade Elective Course in Cross-Age Teaching

One of the first school systems to adapt the cross-age help-
ing procedures and materials develOped in our pilot work was the
Ontario-Montclair School District in Ontario, California. Their pro-
ject, with John Mainiero as coordinator, is described as follows:

The sixty youngers are fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade stu-
dents from Moreno and Margarita Elementary Schools, who par-
ticipated in the pr6gram for, the full year. The olders are eighth-

` grade students from Serrano Jr. High School who ejected to
take a one-semester class in "Cross-Age Teaching." They receive
a three-week-training session prior to cross-age interaction where
they are oriented to the purposes and techniques as well as con-
tent training.in cross-age teaching. They also have a content
training session on Monday and feedback (seminar) sessions on
Friday of each week. These sessions are handled by two elemen-
tary and two junior high clinicians who work half-time in the
project.

The olders are transported three times a week (40 minutes
per day tutoring) to the elementary schools. Each older is
matched with a younger for specific help in subject areas and/or
interpersonal relationships as prescribed by the receiving. teacher.
There is a lot of leeway for student helpers to create their own
teaching materials. They are also taught how to use structured
approaches such as the Neurological Impress Method of reading
instruction and word recognition by the Kinaesthetic Method,
used at the U.C.L.A. reading clinic.

With ESEA Title Ill. funds, the staff evaluated the effects of
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participation in a cross-age helping program. -Poole-Young As-

sociates research team, Long .Beach, California, analyzed the
data and provided the-evaluation package. Significant gains, as'

compared to control students, were discovered in reading, math,
and language for -the junior high' students and in vocabulary,
math, and spelling for the elementary school participants. Sig-
nificant gains were also Measured,in growth for both olders and

youngers in self-concept, social acceptability (leadership), and
self-discipline.

The Remedial Reading Teacher as Coordinator
Herbert Rosner, working with the parochial schools in Loi

Angeles, developed an innovative design for cross-age helping

as part of the class work for upper-elementary students who
came to him for help. Here's what itlooks like in operation.

A group of ten to twelve - fifth- and _sixth-grade remedial
reading students have a remedial reading period five days a
week. For the first ten days during-this time, the remedial read-
ing teacher trains these students in techniques of helping younger
children who are having difficulties. They also learn to operate
audiovisual machines like filmstrip projectors, record players,
overhead projectors, tape recorders, and typewriters. These are

housed in.the remedial reading room. After this preservice tr

ing, they are ready. to _help_ younger children (first-, seconbr,
and third-graders) on a one-to-one basis. Directly after their own
remedial reading period three days a week, the older helpers
get their youngers from their rooms and bring them to\the gyM
opposite-theremediarreading room. Here they work with them

on a one -to -one basis. There is'room for three pairs a day to
work with the audiovisual materials in ,the remedial reading
MOM.

The reading teacher supervises the operations in both rooms.

He makes sure that the children regard his 'looking in on what

they doing as a friendly act. His job is to bring back to the
older students the good things that are happening and to help
solve any problems. His remarks are reserved for the seminar

session on remedial reading which older helpers have on a day
when-they don'tmeet with'their youngers. He does not interrupt
during the helping session between older and younger students.
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In the afternoon, the remedial reading leacher has a group of
exceptionally good seaders from'the sixth-grade. These students
have a class in speed reading techniques to help them get ready
for junior high school. These quicker students also receive train-
ing in how to help younger ones. They have a tutorial period
right after, their own speed reading class in which they work
with younger students just as the morning remedial group did.

School Crisis Teacher and the School Social Worker as Seminar
Leaders .

A crisis teacher in the Ypsilanti, Michigan, schools, scheduled
seminar sessions for the older helpers in four groups of 45 min-
utes each on the day the social worker was at the school. Teach-
ing together they keep the groups small (as few as, seven to
twelve) while the social worker covers a case load of twenty.-
four to forty-eight children in her assigned day at the school.
They try to have older helpers of different types in each group.
Each group includes boys and girls: the marginal children, be-
havior problems and isolates, peer leaders, under-achievers, and
good students, This is one of the few opportunities besides gym
where the alienated children have a chance to work closely with
others who have a different-outlook.

Mini Teachers
A more informal type of helping was introduced at the -John

Muir Elementary School in Santa Monica, California.
Members of this group are called "Mini Teachers." Anyone in

any sixth, fifth, or fourth grade can become a "mini teacher;"
as the program is endorsed schoolwide by all the teachers.
Each sixth, fifth, and fourth grade, is permanently paired in a

helper-helpee relationship with a third, second, or first grade.
Helpers may be working in the lower grades at any period

during the morning. This is possible because the upper grades
are on an individual contract system. Teaching in the lower grades
can be included in the students' individual contracts scheduled
each week.

The Programmed or Structured Approach
There are two schools of thought in cross-age tutoring
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with respect to structure. We have placed emphasis on the open,
not-so-structured relaticThshiP between older and younger with a
goal of helping the older understand why the younger-is having

trouble learning 'and to discover constructive, creative ways to
support the younger's efforts. . .

The other school emphasizes a programmed or structured
approach, with a series of 'detailed steps for the tutor to follow

with his tutee. The two outstanding programs using this ap-
proach are Elbert Ebersole s' prograin at the Sot6 Street School

in Los Angeles and Grant Von Harrisop's method of remedial
. reading afBrigham Young University at Provo, Utah.

Both methods work. The Soto Street School prograM includes

a five-day tutor learning program: The tutors are taught step-by-
step procedures they are expected to use with their tutees. They
make flash cards for- review. They drill tutees on words they
miss. They listen to theM read. They talk about what they've
read to see if they really understand- it. They follow a closely
prescribed system of teaching word recognition and reinforcing
learning. At the Soto Street School before the tutoring program
was started only 2 perCent of the first-graders had scored as
high as the 4th or 5th ,stanine on the annual Stanford reading
test. After tutoring first became a part of the curriculum; 25
percent placed in stanine 4 or above. When the program was ex-

,- panded to include more children two years later, the percentage
jumped to 41 percent.

The Pacoima Elementary School in Pacoima, California, used

a modified programmed approach. Here too a high and lower
grade are permanently paired as helpers, with these paired
classes in the same "temporary" housing units with a door cut
between the classrooms so there is easy coming and going be-
tween the olders and the youngers. The two teachers work out a
time five days a week when one-half the olders can go to the
youngers' grade and one-half the youngers can go to the older's

grade for this specialized tutoring.

Rosebank Elqmentary School
Another school where one-half the sixth grade goes to the

third-grade room and one-half of the third grade goes to the
sixth-grade room for older-younger paired helping each day is
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Rosebank Elementary Schopl in Chula Vista, California. Here the
yotingers in the thin' grade work on a modified individual con-

..
tract system, so the younger students themselves ccide the type
of help they especially want from their paired older student
teacher each day.

Youth- Tutoring -Youth Project
Junior high school students 'tutor elementary children, usually

in
the afternoons, working in elementary schools or churches,.

cork unity centers, libraries, or store fronts. Two kinds of train-
ing "arA usually provided by Youth-Tutoring-Youth projects. A
preservice training program (usually two weeks) is a necessary
component to provide needed orientation for both tutors and
supervisors. Weekly inservice training "sessions are important
so students can learn new skills, discuss problems, or make new
materials. Most programs provide tutoring four days a week and
devote the fifth day to inservice training. Often tutors are paid
by the Neighborhood Youth Corps. "Youth-Tutoring-Youth" is
sponsored by the National Commission on Resources for Youth,
Inc. The business of this organization is to discover; observe,
and list`creative opportunities for youth and by youth to help in
the community. They have in their ,files records of over 800.
programs where older students are teaching younger ones. These
'include such exciting ones as the Yorkville Youth Council which
operates four after-school play centers, each housed in an ele-
mentari, school in the Yorkville area of New York City, and two
peer counseling programs at the secondary school level.

Peer Counseling Program
Operated under the sponsorship of The Stanford Univlity

Department of Psychiatry and the Palo Alto Unified School
District, the program trains high school and junior high school
students (grades 7 through 12,.ages 12. through 18) to provide a

wide variety of services to their fellow students. Services include
helping solve personal problems; teaching social skills; develop-
ing friendships; tutoring in academic areas; giving information
about jobs, volunteer opportunities, and mental health resources
in the communities; and helping alienated youth make positive
contact with the adult world.
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The Unwinding Room -

The Unvyinding Room is located at Saint Maria Goretti High

School,, a Catholic girls' school in Philadelphia. it started in

1971, and it is now-sponsored by the Archdiocese of Philadeli-hia.

This special room, bright. and cheerful ikrittr colorful pillows
and posters, is off limits to adults, including the faculty mem-

ber who is the supervisor of the project. She is available for cori-

sultation, but remains outside the Unwinding Room.' This room

is-for the troubled student and her peers who have'been trained

to help,her, including, one experienced counselor who is always

-present when any girl needs help.
The experienced peer counselors who staff the Unwinding

Room have received about 200 hours of training spread over a
orie-year; period. They attend orientation sessions at Temple

University and inservice training courses conducted by the
Diagnostic Rehabilitation Center.
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SUMMARY

The programs mentioned here are only a few of hundreds that
e .

are.going on. They give an inkling of the power and scope of the
help kids can offer other kids in the process -of growing .uz.if
they -have a little help themselvei from their "oitiers." Thc, Jo
not need to be especially brilliant. Often their experience With
learning difficulties themselves Make them excgedingly patient
and resourceful. in helping others. However, the closer olders
are to the age of the youngers they teach, the more expertise they
need in the subject matter. NI)

4
. Children can be ingenioq ,_energetic, responsible, and loving

in their relations with youn ers. But, like everyone else, they
need a- place to share succ cses and to get "filled up" again
when the going is tough. 0 pine is so e sort of ongoing

atseminar meetings where they .. n get rech ged by exchanging
experien e and ideas with otheE helpers their own 'age an with . ..,
trusted, ring adults. Anotfier place is in conferences ith the r

teacher's hey are helping. These supports are crucial o a stu-
dent's continued interest in a helping program.

Ano4er thing they need is training. Otherwise they m4y ex-
pect too much of their youngers. Without training, they often act
like the worst teaCheri they, have ever -had. Even if they don't
like that behavior, they equate this with the teaching role and_
'they are not apt to change unless they have learned better
alternative methods. .

When older students are trairied to relate well to youngers,
when they are informed about the things a younger wants tb
know and are supported by appreciative adults, they are a tre-
mendous educational resource, a volunteer pooleager and free
for theasking.
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